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ABSTRACT The neonatal rat ventricular myocyte culture is one of the most popular experimental cardiac cell models. To our
knowledge, the excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) of these cells, i.e., the process linking the electrical activity to the cytosolic
Ca2þ transient and contraction, has not been previously analyzed, nor has it been presented as a complete system in detail.
Neonatal cardiomyocytes are in the postnatal developmental stage, and therefore, the features of their ECC differ vastly from
those of adult ventricular myocytes. We present the ﬁrst complete analysis of ECC in these cells by characterizing experimentally
the action potential and calcium signaling and developing the ﬁrst mathematical model of ECC in neonatal cardiomyocytes that
we know of. We show that in comparison to adult cardiomyocytes, neonatal cardiomyocytes have long action potentials, hetero-
geneous cytosolic Ca2þ signals, weaker sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2þ handling, and stronger sarcolemmal Ca2þ handling, with
a signiﬁcant contribution by the Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger. The developed model reproduces faithfully the ECC of rat neonatal
cardiomyocytes with a novel description of spatial cytosolic [Ca2þ] signals. Simulations also demonstrate how an increase in
the cell size (hypertrophy) affects the ECC in neonatal cardiomyocytes. This model of ECC in developing cardiomyocytes
provides a platform for developing future models of cardiomyocytes at different developmental stages.
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Excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) forms the basis of
cardiac function at the cellular level. The ECC process
involves several nonlinear components that connect the elec-
trical excitation at the cell membrane to the generation of
cytosolic Ca2þ signals triggering cell contraction (1). Due
to the complexity of ECC, mathematical modeling has
been used to facilitate understanding of the behavior and
features of this system. At the present time, several mathe-
matical models exist for ECC in myocytes from different
species and different regions of the adult mammalian heart
(2–8). In contrast, only a few models of action potential
(AP) or ECC in developing cardiomyocytes have been
developed (9,10).
Cardiomyocytes isolated from adult heart are terminally
differentiated and do not divide or grow if cultured.
However, if cardiomyocytes are isolated before differentia-
tion is complete, e.g., just after birth, when they still have
the ability to grow, divide, and differentiate, they can be
used for long-term cell culture applications. Consequently,
these primary cultures of rat neonatal ventricular cardiomyo-
cytes are among the few cardiac cell culture models and are
therefore widely used in biochemical, molecular biology and
cellular signaling research (11,12). Neonatal cardiomyocytes
are isolated for culture at the transitional period where the
cells undergo dramatic changes from the phenotype of fetal
myocytes to postnatal and adult myocytes (13). Culturing
itself further shapes the phenotype of these neonatal cells
(14,15). The neonatal cells have unique features. For
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0006-3495/09/02/1189/21 $2.00example, they lack the T-tubule system (1,15) that plays
a central role in the ECC of adult ventricular myocytes,
and unlike their adult counterparts, they have the ability to
maintain cytosolic Ca2þ signaling without sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) Ca2þ release (1,16,17). The lack of T-tubules
leads to more heterogeneous cytosolic Ca2þ signals than in
adult myocytes (1). From the mathematical modeling point
of view, this requires a more complex description of cyto-
solic [Ca2þ] ([Ca2þ]i) in the neonatal model compared to
the common-pool cytosol with one or a few additional
compartments that is generally used in adult ventricular
myocyte models (2,6,8). From a physiological point of
view, this may attribute some unanticipated features to
neonatal cells.
The purpose of this study was to 1), characterize the
special features involved in the ECC of cultured rat neonatal
ventricular myocytes; and 2), develop a mathematical model
of the ECC in these cells that runs in a normal desktop PC but
is complex enough to explain the important ECC features of
these cells that distinguish them from other ventricular
myocytes. In our experiments on neonatal myocytes, we
quantified the AP, the SR Ca2þ storage capacity, and the
cytosolic Ca2þ signaling with the contributions of sarco-
lemmal (SL) and SR Ca2þ fluxes. Based on our experimental
AP and Ca2þ signaling data, as well as data from other
studies with rat neonatal myocytes in the literature, we devel-
oped and validated a mathematical model that faithfully
reproduces the ECC of rat neonatal myocytes. This model
is unique in that it includes cytosolic Ca2þ as a function of
time and spatial coordinates. A similar approach has been
used in models of cytosolic Ca2þ diffusion in atrial cardio-
myocytes (18) and rabbit neonatal cardiomyocytes (19),
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currents and components of SR Ca2þ dynamics.
Here, using experiments and modeling, we present the first
complete analysis of ECC in cultured rat neonatal ventricular
cardiomyocytes and propose a novel mathematical model to
be used as a tool to study ECC function in these cells. With
the simulations, we show that the largest differences between
adult and neonatal cells are in AP length and how Ca2þ
signals are generated and regulated from SL and SR sources
during the AP. The simulations also show how the ECC of a
neonatal cardiomyocyte during hypertrophy is likely to be
shaped by the increase in cytosol volume.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell isolation and culturing
The isolation and culturing of neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes was
performed as previously described (11,12). Briefly, neonatal rat cardiomyo-
cytes were isolated 1–2 days after birth. Ventricles were excised, cut into
small pieces, and incubated for 1 h in a solution containing 100 mM
NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 4.0 mM MgSO4, 50 mM taurine,
20 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mg/ml collagenase type II (Worthington,
Lakewood, NJ), 2 mg/ml pancreatin (P-3292, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin. After incubation, the detached cells were collected
in 15-ml Falcon tubes and centrifuged for 5 min at 160 g. The supernatant
and the top layer of the pellet containing damaged cells were discarded
and the isolated cardiomyocytes were plated on 35-mm fibronectin-coated
plastic dishes. The cells were cultured to reach confluence in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS and 1% peni-
cillin-streptomycin. The experiments were performed after 4–5 days of
culturing.
Electrophysiology and Ca2þ imaging
For AP recording and Ca2þ imaging, the culturing dishes were placed in
a custom-made perfusion system built into an Olympus Fluoview 1000
confocal inverted microscope. Cells were held at a steady 32–35C by
continuous superfusion with preheated DMEM þ Glutamax I (Gibco, Carls-
bad, CA) culturing medium (pH 7.4, bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2). For
Ca2þ imaging, cells were loaded in DMEM þ 1 mM probenecid solution
for 1 h at 37C in incubator with Fluo-4-AM-ester or Fluo-3-AM-ester
(10 mM, dissolved in pluronic DMSO, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).
The solution was changed two times and cells were incubated at room
temperature (20–22C) at least 30 min for the dye to de-esterify.
To measure myocyte calcium signals, Fluo-loaded myocytes were excited
at 488 nm and the emitted light was collected with a spectral detector from
520 to 620 nm through a 20 or 60 objective lens. To excite the cells, my-
ocytes were stimulated with 1-ms voltage pulses at 50% over the excitation
threshold through two platinum wires located one on each side of the petri
dish. At the time of electrical stimulation or spontaneous activity, cells
were line-scanned at 400–600 Hz, depending on the length of the scanning
line, with a fixed pixel time of 10 ms with the 20 objective and 2 ms with
the 60 objective. Fluo- fluorescence intensity is expressed as an F/F0 ratio,
where F is the background-subtracted fluorescence intensity and F0 is the
background-subtracted minimum fluorescence value measured from each
cell at rest.
To record action potentials, the whole-cell patch-clamp method in current-
clamp mode was used. Electrode resistances were 10–15 MU and the pipette
solution was (in mM) 130 KCl, 5 Na2-phosphocreatine, 5 Mg-ATP,
1 EGTA, and 10 HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH). APs were filtered
at 2 kHz and acquired at 10 kHz. Clampex 9.2 software, an Axopatch-1DBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209amplifier, and Digidata 1322A A/D-D/A (Axon Instruments, Union City,
CA) were used for data acquisition.
Mathematical modeling
A model of cultured rat neonatal ventricular cardiomyocytes was devel-
oped. The purpose of the modeling was to define the fundamental compo-
nents needed to reproduce the intracellular Ca2þ signaling and AP features
observed in the experiments. The model includes SR and SL membranes
with ion channels and an SR Ca2þ store. Intracellular Ca2þ signals and
diffusion of the [Ca2þ]i was modeled as a function of a space coordinate
in addition to a time coordinate. For a complete list of model equations
and parameters, see the Appendix and Tables 2–5. The model parameters
were estimated, whenever possible, based on experimental data. The data
used were from rat neonatal cardiomyocytes cultured for 3–5 days, or,
when necessary, very similar cells. The parameters were estimated by
direct fitting (e.g., for inactivation and activation of ion current) or indirect
fitting (e.g., for amount of SERCA based on the decay of Ca2þ transient).
In either case, the fit was considered satisfactory when the values and the
curves of the fits were within the standard error of the mean experimental
values.
Structure of the model
The model cell was assumed to have a spherical shape. As in real cells, the
nucleus was located at the center of the cell, surrounded by a thin layer-like
compartment representing the SR (Fig. 1). The radius from the center of the
cell to the surface of the SR (rSR) was set to 6 mm according to our measure-
ments of the diameters of the nucleus þ SR in the center of neonatal cardio-
myocytes (6.05 0.2 mm, n ¼ 25). The distance between the rSR and rnucleus
determines the volume of the SR (Fig. 1). Based on the fitting of the SR
volume (see Sarcoplasmic reticulum in Methods), rnucleus was set to
5.7934 mm. The distance between the SR and SL is 4.5 mm based on our cyto-
solic Ca2þ diffusion recordings (see Results). The radius of the cell (rSL) is
thus 10.5 mm, which reproduces the cell membrane capacitance of 13.9 pF,
comparable to experimental results (13.85 1.3 pA/pF (20); ~15 pA/pF in
cells cultured for 3 days (14)).
Sarcolemmal ion channels
L- and T-type Ca2þ currents
Both L- and T-Type Ca2þ channels (ICaL and ICaT, respectively) are
functionally expressed in cultured neonatal ventricular rat cardiomyocytes
(14,21), providing a voltage-activated Ca2þ intrusion to the cell. The model
of ICaL is described by the equation
ICaL ¼ GCaLdffCa4VF
2
RT

Ca2þ

subSL
e2VF=RT  0:341Ca2þ 
o
e2VF=RT  1 ;
(1)
which is adapted from the model of Tusscher et al. (5). The model has one
voltage-dependent activation gate (d) and two inactivation gates for voltage-
dependent inactivation (f) and for [Ca2þ]i-dependent inactivation (fCa). The
steady-state curves for the voltage-dependent gates (d and f) were set to those
recorded from 3-day-cultured ventricular neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (21).
The time-constant curve of f was scaled to correspond to the experimental
value for slow Ca2þ-independent inactivation (21). The Ca2þ-dependent
inactivation is rapid (1), and thus, the time constant for fCa was set to the
same as the fast component of the experimental ICaL inactivation (21).
Our model simulates the spatial Ca2þ gradients within the cytosol and the
Ca2þ-dependent inactivation of ICaL was set to depend on the subsarcolem-
mal [Ca2þ] ([Ca2þ]subSL). The Ca
2þ-dependent inactivation of the ICaL
model was originally formulated to depend on the total cytosolic [Ca2þ]i
in the common-pool cytosol (5). The [Ca2þ]subSL increases to higher values
Model of Neonatal Rat Cardiomyocyte 1191FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the spherically shaped
model of a cultured rat neonatal ventricular cardiomyocyte
(the radii rSL, rSR, and rnucleus are not to scale). The SL ion
currents are the hyperpolarization-activated current (If), the
time-independent Kþ current (IK1), the slow and rapid
delayed rectifier Kþ currents (IKs and IKr), the transient
outward Kþ current (Ito), the fast Na
þ current (INa), the
background Naþ current (INab), the Na
þ/Ca2þ exchanger
(NCX), the Naþ/Kþ-ATPase (NaK), the background
Ca2þ current (ICab) and the L- and T-type Ca
2þ currents
(ICaL and ICaT). The Ca
2þ diffuses radially and is buffered
by troponin and calmodulin in the cytosol. The SR is
located on the surface of the nucleus. The SR is divided
into uptake and release compartments (SRuptake and
SRrelease, respectively, not shown in figure). The Ca
2þ is
transported between these compartments by diffusion
(Jtr). Ca
2þ fluxes between SRuptake and cytosol are passive
diffusion (leak) and Ca2þ uptake by SERCA. In the
SRrelease compartment, Ca
2þ is buffered by calsequestrin.
Ca2þ is released from SRrelease to the cytosol via ryanodine
receptors (RyR). The inset shows a real cultured rat
neonatal ventricular cell loaded with Fluo-4 Ca2þ indicator
in a confocal microscope (scale bar, 5 mm). The nucleus
(black area in the center) and the surrounding cytosol
with Fluo-4 signal can be seen.more quickly than the total cytosolic [Ca2þ]i, and thus, we adjusted the orig-
inal steady-state curve of the Ca2þ-dependent inactivation (5) to higher
[Ca2þ] values (Fig. 2 A).
The maximum conductance for ICaL (GCaL) was fitted to reproduce the
SL-originated cytosolic [Ca2þ] signals observed in our experiments (see
Results). In the voltage-clamp simulation, the fitted conductance produced
an I/V relation and peak current of 5.9 pA/pF, which are in line with
the I/V relations and peak currents measured from 3- to 5-day-cultured rat
neonatal ventricular cardiomyocytes (5.3 5 0.5 pA/pF (21) and
6.65 0.5 pA/pF (22); Fig. 2 B).
The model of the T-type Ca2þ channel is described by the equation
ICaT ¼ GCaTbgðV  ECa þ 106:5Þ; (2)
which is adapted from the model by Dokos et al. (4). The steady-state curves
for activation (b) and inactivation (g), the maximum conductance (GCaT),
and the reversal potential of the current were fitted to the data from 2- to
3-day-cultured cardiomyocytes (14) (Fig. 2 B).
Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger
The model of the Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger (NCX) was taken from the adult rat
ventricular myocyte model of Pandit et al. (6). Fitting of the magnitude of
INCX was based on its effects on the decay of the Ca
2þ transient, resting
potential (RP) and the duration of the AP.
Background currents
Background Naþ and Ca2þ leak currents (INab and ICab) were modeled as
linear ohmic currents. These currents represent the leak of these ions through
the SL via nonspecific routes. The magnitudes were set to reproduce phys-
iologically relevant diastolic concentrations and correct RP.
Naþ/Kþ ATPase
The model of NaK ATPase was taken from the Luo and Rudy model (7) and
fitted to maintain physiologically correct intracellular Naþ and Kþ concen-
trations.Fast Naþ current
The model of the fast Naþ current (INa) is from the Pandit et al. model (6).
The maximum conductance of the current was fitted to reproduce AP ampli-
tude comparable to our experimental data.
A B
FIGURE 2 Properties of voltage-activated Ca2þ currents of the model. (A)
The steady-state curve for the Ca2þ-dependent inactivation gate of the ICaL
model versus the cytosolic Ca2þ concentration below SL (sub-SL) in our
model (black) and in the model of Tusscher et al. (gray) (5). (B) The I/V rela-
tions of ICaT and ICaL. The simulated I/V relation of ICaT (black dashed line)
is compared to the I/V relation recorded by Avila et al. (14) (gray circles
with dashed line). The simulated I/V relation of ICaL (black solid line) is
compared to the I/V relations recorded by Xiao et al. (gray triangles with
solid line) (22) and Pignier and Potreau (gray diamonds with solid line)
(21). The I/V relation of Xiao et al. is constructed from their peak current
in neonatal cells and the normalized I/V relation for adult myocytes, which
is, according to Xiao et al., the same for neonatal cells (22). The ICaT
was simulated as an individual ion channel model with the environmental
conditions of Avila et al. (14). The simulated ICaL was taken from the
voltage-clamp simulation of the whole myocyte model to provide a realistic
sub-SL [Ca2þ]i contribution to the Ca
2þ-dependent inactivation of the ICaL,
as is the case in the experimental whole-cell voltage-clamp data. The error
bars of the experimental data were left out to clarify the figure.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
1192 Korhonen et al.Hyperpolarization-activated current
The model of the hyperpolarization-activated current (If) carried by Na
þ
(20%) and Kþ (80%) is described by the equation
If ¼ Gf y½0:2ðV  ENaÞ þ 0:8ðV  EKÞ; (3)
which is adapted from the Pandit et al. model (6). The steady-state and time-
constant curves for the gate y (Fig. 3 A) were estimated from Fig. 2 C of Shi
et al. (23). This reproduces the If current with an approximately 70 mV
activation threshold (Fig. 3 A), in line with the experimental data (24).
The maximum conductance (Gf) was fitted to reproduce the current density
of 0.715 0.23 pA/pF at 95 mV (24) (Fig. 3 A). The data in these two
studies (23,24) were recorded from 5- to 7-day-cultured rat neonatal ventric-
ular cardiomyocytes.
Time-independent Kþ current
The model of the time-independent Kþ current (IK1) is described by the
equation
IK1 ¼ 0:0515

Kþ

o
Kþ

o
þ 210
V  EK  6:1373
0:1653 þ e0:0319ðVEK6:1373Þ;
(4)
which is adapted from the Bondarenko et al. model (2). The model was fitted
to data measured from freshly isolated rat neonatal ventricular cardiomyo-
cytes (25). This is justified since the IK1 does not change during 0–3 days
of culturing (25). We fitted the IK1 model to the average of the measured
peak and steady-state currents, because the IK1 model does not distinguish
between these current types. This was considered reasonable as the
difference between the peak and steady-state values is zero at membrane
voltage (Vm) values above 90 mV and small at Vm values below
90 mV (Fig. 3 B).
Transient outward Kþ current
The model of the transient outward current (Ito) is from the Pandit et al.
model (6). The model is described by the equation
Ito ¼ Gtorð0:706s þ 0:294sslowÞðV  EKÞ; (5)Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209where r is the activation gate and s and sslow are the fast and slow inactivation
components. The steady-state curves for the activation and inactivation gates
were fitted to data from 3- to 4-day-cultured myocytes (26) (Fig. 3 C). The
time-constant curves of the inactivation time constants and the fractions for
fast and slow inactivation were scaled to compare values measured at
þ30 mV from 5-day-cultured myocytes (27). The maximum conductance
was fitted to reproduce an I/V relation comparable to the experimental
recordings from 3- and 5-day-cultured myocytes (27,28) (Fig. 3 C).
Slow and rapid delayed rectiﬁer Kþ currents
The slow and rapid delayed rectifier Kþ currents (IKs and IKr) are present in
rat neonatal ventricular myocytes (20,29). For modeling the IKs we used the
Bondarenko et al. model (2) with a reduced activation time constant (based
on the experimental IKs traces (29)). For modeling the IKr, we used the Wang
et al. model (30) with the previously described reversal potential modifica-
tion (2). The approximate magnitudes of IKs and IKr were fitted to the exper-
imental values (20,29). As previously (5), due to the difficulties in recording
IKr and IKs magnitudes accurately with the whole-cell voltage clamp (20,31),
the final fitting of the magnitudes of these currents was based on their effect
on the AP repolarization.
Sarcoplasmic reticulum
The SR was modeled to consist of two compartments, the release and the
uptake compartments (SRrelease and SRuptake, respectively). The time taken
by the diffusion from SRuptake to SRrelease provides a realistic delay for the
uptaken Ca2þ to be available for the release again. The release compartment
was assumed to be 10% of the total SR volume.
The Ca2þ flux between the SRuptake and cytosol is described by the Shan-
non et al. model for the SR Ca2þ ATPase (SERCA) and SR Ca2þ leak (32).
The model of SERCA was fitted according to our Ca2þ transient decay
measurements. In 4-day-cultured rat neonatal cardiomyocytes, the
calsequestrin Ca2þ buffer is expressed in the SR (33). We assume that the
calsequestrin is located near the ryanodine receptors (RyRs), as in adult
cardiomyocytes (1). The Ca2þ is released from the SRrelease via RyR, which
is described by the model of Sobie et al. (34) with two modifications. 1), In
our model, the RyR represents the average behavior of all RyR molecules.
The ‘‘coupling’’ factors used by Sobie et al. to model an RyR cluster con-
structed from several individual RyR models were thus removed. 2) TheA
C
B FIGURE 3 Properties of the pace-
maker current (If) and repolarizing
potassium currents. (A, left) The
voltage-dependent steady-state curve
(gray) and the activation time constant
(black) of If in the model (solid lines)
and in the experimental data of Shi
et al. (squares) (23). (A, right) The
simulated If current in the voltage-
clamp experiment from a holding
potential of 50 mV. At the time point
of 0 s, voltage clamps were applied in
the range of 55 mV to 95 mV with
5-mV intervals. Corresponding clamp
voltages are shown with the current
traces. The model of If was simulated
in the conditions of Robinson et al.
(24). (B) The I/V relation of the model
of IK1 (solid line) compared to steady-
state (SS), peak, and average of SS
and peak current (symbols) measured
by Wahler (25). The model of IK1 was
simulated in the environmental conditions of Wahler (25). (C, left) The voltage-dependent steady-state activation (rN, gray) and slow and fast (sN, sslowN,
black) inactivation curves in the model (solid lines) and as recorded by Walsh et al. (squares) (26). (C, right) Simulated I/V relation of the peak Ito current
(solid line) compared to those recorded by Kamiya et al. (black squares) (27) and Gaughan et al. (gray squares) (28).
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solic Ca2þ concentration near the SR ([Ca2þ]subSR) and the [Ca
2þ]SR-release.
The linear dependence of the Km for [Ca
2þ]subSR from [Ca
2þ]SR-release was
replaced with sigmoidal dependence (Appendix, Eq. 88). We consider it
more realistic that the Km for [Ca
2þ]subSR tends to saturate at low and
high [Ca2þ]SR-release values. The RyR parameters were fitted to provide
Ca2þ release and Ca2þ transients comparable to those in our experiments.
The size of the SR and the amount of calsequestrin were fitted to reproduce
the Ca2þ storing capacity as evaluated by experimentally determined
caffeine-induced Ca2þ transients.
Cytosol
Ca2þ diffusion between the SL and the perinuclear SR is amplified with local
calcium-induced calcium releases (CICRs) (see Results). The Ca2þ travels
thus via fire-diffusion-fire propagation (35). The model for the fire-diffusion-
fire Ca2þ propagation is
vc
vt
¼ bi

DCa-cytosolV
2c þ Jreleaseðr; cÞ  Juptakeðr; cÞ þ JCa

;
(6)
where c is [Ca2þ]i, r is the spatial coordinate in cytosol,bi is the function deter-
mining Ca2þ buffering, DCa-cytosol is the diffusion coefficient of Ca
2þ in
cytosol, and JCa is the SR Ca
2þ flux when r is rSR, the SL Ca
2þ flux when r
is rSL, and zero with other values. Jrelease and Juptake are the release and uptake
Ca2þ fluxes at each spatial release site between the SR and SL (35,36).
However, due to the lack of experimental data on Ca2þ dependence, spatial
distribution, activation and inactivation kinetics, and the rate of Ca2þ uptake
and release fluxes at the spatial release sites (Jrelease and Juptake), the models for
these release sites would require several equations and parameters without
experimental justification. Thus, we simplify the Ca2þ diffusion equation to
vc
vt
¼ bi

DCaV
2c þ JCa

; (7)
where
DCa ¼ Jreleaseðr; cÞ  Juptakeðr; cÞ
V2c
þ DCa-cytosol (8)
and DCa is fitted to a single numerical parameter (DCa ¼ 7 mm2/ms (see
Table 5)) based on our data on the Ca2þ propagation velocity in cytosol.
The DCa in this study, therefore, does not represent the diffusion coefficient
of free Ca2þ diffusion in the cytosol (DCa-cytosol), but also includes the
average CICR-induced (ryanodine-sensitive (see Fig. 6)) amplification of
the diffusion (left term of the sum on the right of Eq. 8). Equation 7 is
used in spherical coordinates with the radial symmetry assumption in the
model cell (see Appendix).
In the cytosol, Ca2þ is buffered with troponin C (TnC) and calmodulin
(CMDN), which were assumed to be stationary. In neonatal rat ventricular
myocytes, the cytosolic Ca2þ buffering capacity is significantly smaller
than in adult rat ventricular myocytes (37). During cardiomyocyte develop-
ment, the lower cytosolic Ca2þ buffering capacity is caused mostly by a lower
TnC concentration (38). If the amount of TnC is considered to depend on the
amount of myofibrils, the cultured rat neonatal ventricular myocytes contain
40–64% of TnC/cell volume compared to freshly isolated adult rat ventricular
myocytes (15,39). Based on these data, we used 50% of the value for TnC
concentration compared to the estimate of 70 mM generally used in myocyte
models (7). In some simulations, the cytosolic Ca2þ buffering to 1 mM EGTA
was simulated using previously published kinetic parameters (40). Since
Ca2þ binding to EGTA is very slow compared to other Ca2þ buffers in
cytosol, we did not use the rapid buffering approximation for EGTA (1,7).
Simulations of the model
Our model is a combined system of one partial differential equation (PDE)
and a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). In simulations, thePDE part of the model was approximated to a system of ODEs (see
Appendix). Thus, we were able to simulate the complete model with the
‘‘ode15s’’ Matlab 6.5 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) solver for stiff
ODEs. The simulation results were analyzed with Origin 7.5 (OriginLab,
Northampton, MA) and Matlab 6.5 (The MathWorks).
The model was driven by a 1-Hz stimulus current (Istim, 80 pA/pF,
0.5 ms), except in Figs. 2 and 3, where the cell model or models of individual
ion channels were driven with the voltage-clamp protocol. The stimulus
current was set to be carried by Kþ ions (41). The model was driven to
the steady state by applying the stimulus until the intracellular ion concen-
trations were stable. The temperature and the extracellular ion concentra-
tions were the same as in our experiments (32C ¼ 305 K, [Naþ]o ¼
154.578 mM, [Kþ]o ¼ 5.366 mM, [Ca2þ]o ¼ 1.796 mM) unless stated
otherwise.
The effects of ryanodine (50 mM) and nifedipine (10 mM) were simulated
by setting RyR Ca2þ flux and ICaL, respectively, to zero. The effect of
caffeine (10 mM) was simulated by setting the diffusion rate of RyR Ca2þ
flux to a large constant value (see Appendix). The SERCA Ca2þ flux was
set to zero as the Ca2þ is extruded almost completely with SL mechanisms
when caffeine is applied to cardiomyocytes (1). The increment of diffusion
distance was simulated by increasing the rSL, whereas the nucleus and SR
dimensions remained constant. The SL ion current densities (current/
membrane area) were kept constant.
Data analysis
Data analysis was made using Clampfit 9.2 (Axon Instruments), Origin 7.5
(OriginLab) and Matlab 6.5 (The MathWorks). Matlab’s second-order But-
terworth low-pass filter was used when necessary in the analysis of Ca2þ
recordings. Decay of the Ca2þ transient was defined as the time required
for 2/3 decline of the Ca2þ transient amplitude. The experimental data is
expressed as the mean5 SE.
RESULTS
Action potential
The major difference between APs of adult and neonatal rat
ventricular myocytes is the significantly longer repolariza-
tion phase in neonatal cells (~150–300 ms) compared to
adult cells (~50–70 ms) ((42), our data in Fig. 4 A and
Table 1, and data in the literature (20,28,43)). The simulated
AP of the cultured neonatal rat ventricular myocyte is initi-
ated by INa peaking at 78.9 pA/pF (Fig. 4, B and C).
This triggers an AP with an amplitude of 92.0 mV, in line
with our experimental result (Table 1). The depolarization
activates the L-type Ca2þ current, which further depolarizes
the cell membrane and initiates Ca2þ intrusion to the cell
(Fig. 4 C). Although a significant amount of functional T-
type Ca2þ current is present in the model cell (Fig. 2 B), it
plays a minor role compared to the L-type Ca2þ current in
shaping the simulated AP (Fig. 4 C). The net Ca2þ intrusion
via the T-type Ca2þ channel is 7.7% of the Ca2þ intrusion via
the L-type Ca2þ channel. In addition to the ICaL, NCX
provides a significant Ca2þ intrusion (69% compared to
ICaL) to the cell from 0 to 182 ms in the beginning of the
AP (Fig. 4 C). In addition to the actively regulated Ca2þ
intrusion, neonatal cardiomyocytes have a background
Ca2þ current, the magnitude of which is 0.15 pA/pF or
less over the cycle. However, even though the magnitude
of ICab is small, the integral of Ca
2þ intrusion via ICab isBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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FIGURE 4 Action potential features
and contributing currents of the
neonatal cardiomyocytes. (A) Trace of
APs recorded from a spontaneously
beating rat neonatal cardiomyocyte
culture. (B) Trace of simulated APs
from 1-Hz pacing of the cell model. In
A and B, the arrows indicate the slow
repolarization at the end of the experi-
mental and simulated AP. (C) Under-
lying simulated SL membrane ion
currents during AP (see text and Fig. 1
legend for abbreviation definitions).large, since the current is constantly active throughout the
ECC cycle. Taken together, the fractions for Ca2þ intrusion
are 32.0% (INCX in the Ca
2þ intrusion mode), 46.6% (ICaL),
3.6% (ICaT), and 17.7% (ICab). The SL Ca
2þ intrusion via
these channels is balanced by the INCX in the Ca
2þ extrusion
mode. This occurs 182 ms from the beginning of the AP,
when the INCX generates a negative depolarizing current
(Fig. 4 C).
The Kþ currents involved in the repolarization of the
simulated AP are IKr, IK1, Ito, and IKs (Fig. 4 C). These
currents produce a simulated AP repolarization and duration
comparable to those in our experimental data (Fig. 4, A
and B, and Table 1). The AP durations at 25, 50, and 80%
repolarization (APD25, APD50, and APD80) are in agreement
with the experimental values. Also, the slow repolarization
phase at the very end of the experimental AP is reproduced
in the simulated APs (Fig. 4, A and B). The simulated Ito
activates rapidly and provides a repolarizing peak current
of 3.4 pA/pF at 3.6 ms after initiation of the AP (Fig. 4 C).
The IKs starts to activate slowly at the very beginning of
the AP and reaches its maximum of 0.26 pA/pF at 154 ms,
after which IKs is inactivated. The amplitude of IKs is small
TABLE 1 Simulated and experimental action potential
parameters
Magnitude Model (þ EGTA) Experiment
RP 69.4 mV (64.1 mV) 67.15 1.9 mV (n ¼ 10)
Action potential
amplitude
92.0 mV (82.0 mV) 87.85 5.3 mV (n ¼ 15)
APD25 153.9 ms (135.6 ms) 122.95 10.8 ms (n ¼ 15)
APD50 192.7 ms (218.0 ms) 197.15 12.1 ms (n ¼ 15)
APD80 232.6 ms (246.4 ms) 264.35 13.4 ms (n ¼ 15)Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209and has a minor impact on the APD; without IKs APD50 is
37 ms longer than in the normal cell (data not shown).
The IKr and IK1 show similar activity at the end-phase of
the repolarization of the AP, with maximum values of
0.42 pA/pF and 0.54 pA/pF, respectively, at 220–230 ms.
After the AP is repolarized, IKr inactivates, whereas IK1
remains active at negative membrane potentials, thus
contributing to the RP regulation. Other contributors to the
RP are the INCX, INaK, and the background Ca
2þ and Naþ
currents (data not shown). The simulated RP (69.4 mV)
is in agreement with our experimental data (Table 1). In addi-
tion to the RP regulation, the main function of the INaK is to
maintain the intracellular Naþ and Kþ concentrations at
physiologically relevant values of 13.8 mM and 151 mM,
respectively. The simulated [Naþ]i is in line with the exper-
imental values of 15.15 4.0 mM and 11.35 5.0 (44) and
~16 mM (estimated from Fig. 4 B of Hayasaki-Kajiwara
et al. (45)). The high [Naþ]i explains the large amount of
Ca2þ intrusion via NCX (1,46). We further estimated the
possible effect of the Ca2þ buffer EGTA, present in the
patch-clamp pipette, on our AP characterization. Based on
our simulation, however, EGTA makes only a minor contri-
bution to the AP parameters (Table 1).
The individual neonatal cells are quiescent, but after a few
days of culturing, the confluent culture of cells shows
rhythmic contractions. Our model cell was also quiescent,
because the steady-state activation range and the amount of
the pacemaker current (If) (Fig. 3 B) (23,24) are such that
If makes no contribution to the RP, nor is it capable of trig-
gering spontaneous action potentials or even detectable Vm
depolarizations. Since the modeled electrophysiological
properties of the cell membrane represent the averages of
those defined experimentally (see Methods), this might
Model of Neonatal Rat Cardiomyocyte 1195suggest that in culture only a small fraction of cells are differ-
entiated enough to initiate APs spontaneously, which would
then spread in culture and trigger the APs in the quiescent
cells. In line with this, most of the neonatal ventricular my-
ocytes are quiescent when cultured individually or at a sparse
density (47–49).
Ca2þ diffusion and SR Ca2þ release
In adult ventricular cardiomyocytes, the voltage-activated
Ca2þ channels at the SL and at the invaginations of the SL
(T-tubules) are spatially tightly coupled with the RyRs of
the SR. This provides a rapid three-dimensionally uniform
CICR in the whole cardiomyocyte (1). The neonatal cells,
especially when cultured on laminin dishes, lack a proper
T-tubule system (1,15). Thus, in neonatal cells, the SL ion
channels are located almost completely at the non-T-tubule
surface of the SL. On the other hand, based on the immunos-
taining of SR proteins SERCA2a (16) and RyR (50), the
majority of SR is located far from the SL on the perinuclear
area. Therefore, the Ca2þ entering via the SL has to diffuse
a relatively long distance to activate Ca2þ release from the SR.
We recorded the spatial distribution of Ca2þ within the
cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocyte at the time of electrical
excitation. We found that the Ca2þ entering the cell via the
SL during an AP diffuses 4.5 5 0.8 mm at a velocity of
0.31 5 0.07 mm/ms (n ¼ 4) in the cytosol (Fig. 5 A).
A similar diffusion velocity (0.269 5 0.015 mm/ms) hasbeen measured in atrial cardiomyocytes (51), which also
lack T-tubules. In the model, the diffusion distance between
the SR and SL (4.5 mm) and the Ca2þ diffusion velocity
(0.30 mm/ms) agree with the experimental values. With
this speed of diffusion, it takes 15 ms before the SL Ca2þ
influx initiated by the AP reaches the surface of the
SR and triggers the SR Ca2þ release (Fig. 5 B). To obtain
this diffusion velocity, the diffusion coefficient (DCa) was
set to 7 mm2/ms, which is 10-fold in order of magnitude
compared to the DCa in water (0.79 mm
2/ms (52)) or that esti-
mated to be in cytosol (~1/2 the DCa in water (53)). This
might suggest that the Ca2þ diffusion in the cultured rat
neonatal myocytes is amplified by smaller local CICRs
during the Ca2þ propagation, as in adult atrial myocytes
(1,51,54). The amplitudes of sub-SL and sub-SR Ca2þ tran-
sients were equal in the experiments, as the average ampli-
tude relation (SL/SR) was 0.985 0.02 (n ¼ 4). This feature
is reproduced in our model as the same relation in simulation
is 0.93. The absolute values for simulated [Ca2þ]i are
~0.2 mM in diastole and ~0.7 mM in systole. These values
are in line with the general estimates of absolute [Ca2þ]i in
cardiac muscle cells (1).
From the line-scan images of radial Ca2þ concentration
(Fig. 5, A and B) in both the experiment and the model simu-
lation, the last region where Ca2þ concentration reaches the
maximum (red) is located halfway between the SR and SL.
This suggests that after a small amount of Ca2þ has diffused
to the sub-SR region from SL, it induces a Ca2þ release fromA
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FIGURE 5 Spatiotemporal distribution of the cytosolic
calcium during excitation. (A) Line-scan recording of
Ca2þ diffusion within the cytosol. The contour plot shows
the radial distribution of cytosolic Ca2þ in a single cardio-
myocyte after electrical excitation of the cell. (B) The
experimental recording reproduced by the model. The
contour plot shows the simulated cytosolic Ca2þ after elec-
trical stimulation of the model cell. The upper panels in A
and B show the traces of Ca2þ signals near the SR and
nuclear region (SR, black line) and near the cell membrane
(SL, gray line). Dashed vertical lines indicate the time
delay for the Ca2þ diffusion from sub-SL to sub-SR.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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FIGURE 6 The experimental and simulated effects of ryanodine and nifedipine on the cytosolic Ca2þ signals. (A) Average cytosolic Ca2þ was recorded from
a single cardiomyocyte during 1-Hz pacing using the line-scan method (left). The middle panel shows the Ca2þ signal from the same cell after 5 min perfusion
of ryanodine (50 mM). After this, the ryanodine perfusion was continued with nifedipine (10 mM), and after 1 min of perfusion, the Ca2þ signal was recorded
from the same cell (right). The average value of the initial slope of the Ca2þ transient (dashed gray line) in control conditions and after exposure to ryanodine
(right, n ¼ 14, **p < 0.01). (B) The experiment was reproduced by simulation with the model (see Methods). The effects of ryanodine and ryanodine þ
nifedipine were simulated with the DCa fitted to our data (normal, solid line) and with the DCa in water (reduced, dash-dotted line). The figure shows theBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
Model of Neonatal Rat Cardiomyocyte 1197the SR via RyRs. Subsequently, for a period of time during
excitation, Ca2þ enters the cytosol from both the SL and SR
sides and diffuses from these sources toward the central
region of the cytosol.
In adult rat ventricular myocytes, ~90% of the Ca2þ-tran-
sient Ca2þ is released from the SR (1), and subsequently,
inhibition of SR release by blocking SERCA suppresses
cell shortening by 90% (55). Cultured rat neonatal ventric-
ular myocytes express the necessary proteins for SR Ca2þ
storing (33), release (50), and uptake (16) and therefore,
neonatal cells are capable of producing SR Ca2þ release,
but this release is not very well developed, nor is it a prereq-
uisite for cytosolic Ca2þ transients. For example, neonatal
cardiomyocytes with genetically downregulated SERCA2
expression generate Ca2þ transients upon electrical
excitation by Ca2þ influx through the SL (16). To verify
the contribution of Ca2þ release from the SR to the cytosolic
Ca2þ transients, we recorded the average cytosolic Ca2þ
signals while modifying the Ca2þ sources to cytosol. A large
concentration of ryanodine (50 mM) was used to inhibit SR
Ca2þ release via RyR. The cells lacking SR Ca2þ release
showed on average 0.375 0.04-fold Ca2þ-transient ampli-
tude and 1.35 0.1-fold diastolic [Ca2þ]i compared to control
conditions (Fig. 6, A and C). Thus, the SR Ca2þ release plays
a significant role in the Ca2þ signaling of neonatal myocytes,
but the cells are also capable of producing competent Ca2þ
signals with only SL Ca2þ influx. The Ca2þ signals in the cells
with inhibited SR Ca2þ release were immediately stalled with
the application of the L-type Ca2þ channel blocker nifedipine
(Fig. 6 A). The application of nifedipine also reduced the dia-
stolic [Ca2þ]i to, on average, 0.835 0.09-fold that of controls
(Fig. 6 C, upper right).
The model cell produced Ca2þ signals without SR Ca2þ
release via RyR (Fig. 6 B), just like neonatal cardiomyocytes
in the experiments. When the RyRs are blocked, the model
cell provides the Ca2þ intrusion to the cytosol via the
L-type Ca2þ channel and NCX. The simulated effect of rya-
nodine produced a decrease in Ca2þ-transient amplitude
(0.35-fold) and increase in diastolic [Ca2þ]i (1.5-fold) similar
to those of the experiments (Fig. 6 C). The simulation of the
concerted effect of nifedipine and ryanodine inhibited the
Ca2þ signals and reduced diastolic [Ca2þ]i (0.64-fold), as
in the experiments (Fig. 6 C). In these conditions, the Ca2þ
intrusion via NCX at positive membrane voltages is also
reduced significantly as the inhibition of the L-type Ca2þ
channel extinguishes the plateau phase of the AP (data not
shown).
It has been suggested that in atrial myocytes, propagation
of the Ca2þ signal within the cytosol is amplified by localCICRs (54). In support of this suggestion, Ca2þ diffusion
velocity in the cytosol is reduced if SR Ca2þ releases are
inhibited (51). In the global Ca2þ transient, the amplified
Ca2þ diffusion accounts for the initial slope, whereas the
Ca2þ release from the central regions of the cell accounts
for the secondary slower component (54). Just as in atrial
myocytes, the upstroke of the Ca2þ transients of neonatal
cardiomyocytes has two distict components (Fig. 6 A), as
well as a distinct diffusion pattern in the linescan images
(Fig. 5 A), suggesting that cytosolic Ca2þ diffusion and
Ca2þ release in neonatal cardiomyocytes might resemble
those in atrial myocytes. In addition, the Ca2þ diffusion
velocity of the neonatal cells is significantly higher than ex-
pected. We therefore tested whether inhibition of CICR
reduces the Ca2þ diffusion velocity in neonatal myocytes
in a manner similar to that in atrial cardiomyocytes (51).
When we inhibited the CICR with ryanodine, not only was
the amplitude of the calcium transients decreased, but also
the slope of the [Ca2þ] rise was reduced by ~85%, suggest-
ing that Ca2þ diffusion might be amplified by propagating
local CICRs (Fig. 6 A). Based on this, we tested in our model
how the altered diffusion velocity changes the global Ca2þ
signals. We ran the same RyR and RyR þ ICaL block simu-
lations as described above, with the DCa reduced to the value
in water (0.79 mm2/ms (52)), simulating nonamplified diffu-
sion. With the reduced DCa we obtained better agreement
between our simulated and experimental results for the
effects of ryanodine. The decay of the Ca2þ did not decrease
as it did with normal DCa (Fig. 6 C). In fact, the decay
increased slightly with reduced DCa, suggesting that some
of the amplified diffusion might have been still present in
the experiment. Also the diastolic Ca2þ with ryanodine
compared better with the experimental value when we used
the reduced DCa (Fig. 6 C). Other simulated Ca
2þ signaling
parameters were the same with normal and reduced DCa
(Fig. 6 C).
The simulated inhibition of SR Ca2þ release leads to the
accumulation of Ca2þ in the SR (Fig. 6 C), and consequently,
SERCA cannot pump Ca2þ against the increased concentra-
tion gradient between the SR and cytosol. This leaves NCX
as the only possible Ca2þ extrusion route during relaxation.
Compared to control conditions, where Ca2þ is removed
from both sides of the cytosol (SERCA and NCX), the
Ca2þ now has to diffuse a longer distance (from the sub-SR
to sub-SL) before it is extruded from the cell. This slows
down the Ca2þ extrusion and leads to the accumulation of
cytosolic Ca2þ and increased diastolic [Ca2þ]i. Subsequently,
when the Ca2þ intrusion to the cytosol is reduced significantly
with nifedipine, the diastolic [Ca2þ]i decreases (Fig. 6C). Theaverage cytosolic Ca2þ from the simulations. (C) The simulated data with normal DCa (solid gray bars) and with reduced DCa (gray-hatched bars) and
the average experimental data (black bars) from the experiments (n ¼ 14). The left panels show the Ca2þ-transient amplitude and decay in control conditions
and after exposure to ryanodine. The upper right panel shows the diastolic [Ca2þ]i in control, with ryanodine, and with ryanodine þ nifedipine. The lower right
panel shows the simulated diastolic SR Ca2þ content in cytosol volume in control, ryanodine, and ryanodine þ nifedipine conditions.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
1198 Korhonen et al.reduced cytosolic Ca2þ decreases the uptake flux of SERCA,
and the SR Ca2þ content with ryanodine and nifedipine is
returned to near the control value (Fig. 6 C).
The amount of the releasable Ca2þ stored in the SR was
studied by emptying the SR Ca2þ to the cytosol after the
SR Ca2þ content was normalized with 1-Hz pacing. The
SR Ca2þ was emptied to the cytosol by the rapid application
of 10 mM caffeine with SL Ca2þ intrusion prevented by the
simultaneous application of 5 mM nifedipine. The amplitude
of Ca2þ transients during 1-Hz pacing was 0.425 0.05 F/F0
(fluo-3, n ¼ 9), and the amplitude of caffeine-induced Ca2þ
transients was 0.51 5 0.05 F/F0 (fluo-3, n ¼ 9) (Fig. 7, A
and B). The average ratio for the caffeine/twitch Ca2þ-
transient amplitude was 1.26 5 0.06. The SR Ca2þ storing
capacity in our model is in good agreement with
experiments, as the simulated ratio for the caffeine/twitch
Ca2þ-transient amplitude was 1.25 (Fig. 7, A and B).
The functional amount of cytosolic Ca2þ extrusion mech-
anisms, the SERCA in the surface of the SR and NCX in the
surface of the SL, can be analyzed by observing the decay of
the Ca2þ transients. The Ca2þ released during the caffeine-
induced Ca2þ release is removed completely by NCX (1).
The experimental and simulated Ca2þ extrusion capacities
of the NCX are in good agreement, as caffeine-induced
Ca2þ transients have the same decay in both (Fig. 7 B).
During a normal twitch, both SERCA and NCX are active.
The extrusion capacity of SERCA is correct in our model,
as SERCA and NCX (whose value in the model was fixed
with the caffeine experiment) together produce a Ca2þ tran-
sient decay during a normal 1-Hz twitch similar to that of
the real cells in our experiments (Fig. 7 B).
During one simulated 1-Hz Ca2þ transient, 17% of the SR
Ca2þ content is released to the cytosol (Fig. 8, A and B). The
[Ca2þ]SR decreases mostly at the release compartment. This
decrease inactivates the release as the open probability ofBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209the RyR model is regulated by the [Ca2þ]SRrelease. The
SERCA flux follows tightly the changes in cytosolic Ca2þ
but is saturated at the highest cytosolic Ca2þ concentrations
(Fig. 8 B). The uptaken cytosolic Ca2þ is diffused from the
SR uptake compartment back to the SR release compartment
(Jtr in Fig. 8 B). The [Ca
2þ]SRuptake decreases less than the
[Ca2þ]SRrelease because of the delay in diffusion between these
compartments. The magnitude of passive Ca2þ leak from the
SR to the cytosol is almost negligible compared to the RyR
and SERCA Ca2þ fluxes (Fig. 8 B), as the SR Ca2þ content
is balanced with the more realistic SERCA backflux rather
than with an unrealistically large passive leak (32).
The net Ca2þ fluxes between the SL and cytosol (JCaL þ
JCaT þ JCab  JNCX) and between the SR and cytosol
(JRyR þ Jleak  JSERCA) maintain the Ca2þ homeostasis
during one cycle (Fig. 9 A). Activation of the SL sources
produces 10.5 mM Ca2þ intrusion to the cell, whereas activa-
tion of the SR sources produces 7.9 mM Ca2þ intrusion to the
cell. During relaxation, the same amounts of Ca2þ are
removed from the cytosol to the corresponding Ca2þ sources.
Even though the amplitude of the simulated Ca2þ transient in
the presence of ryanodine was 35% that of the control, the
amount of Ca2þ intruding to the cytosol from SL sources is
57% of the total SR þ SL Ca2þ intrusion. This difference is
mostly due to the limited Ca2þ buffering capacity of the my-
ocyte. When some of the buffering capacity of the cytosol is
already occupied by the SL-originated Ca2þ, a smaller
amount of SR-originated Ca2þ is needed to further increase
the free [Ca2þ]i (Fig. 9 B). The analysis of free and buffered
Ca2þ is further complicated by the spatial differences within
the cytosol.
Increment of cytosol size in hypertrophy
An increase in cell size (hypertrophy) is involved in the
development of cardiac failure (1). Although there areA B
FIGURE 7 SR calcium stores of the neonatal cardio-
myocytes. (A, upper) Cytosolic Ca2þ signal recorded
from a single cell during 1-Hz electrical excitation. At 4
s, the pacing was stopped and caffeine (10 mM) and nifed-
ipine (5 mM) were rapidly applied to the dish via the perfu-
sion system. (Lower) Average cytosolic Ca2þ signal of the
model when the experiment was reproduced in simulations.
The model was paced at 1 Hz and at 4 s, the effect of
caffeine and nifedipine was simulated (see Methods) with
the pacing halted. (B) The parameters of Ca2þ transients
from simulated data (gray) and from the experimental
data (black, n ¼ 9). (Upper) Normal and caffeine-induced
twitch Ca2þ-transient amplitudes. (Lower) Decays of the
Ca2þ transients.
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FIGURE 8 Simulated Ca2þ fluxes and Ca2þ content of
the neonatal myocyte. (A) The average cytosolic Ca2þ tran-
sients (lower) compared to the corresponding SR Ca2þ
concentration in the uptake compartment (solid black
line) and in the release compartment (dash-dotted black
line) during 1-Hz pacing of the model cell. The total
(free þ buffered) SR Ca2þ content in the cytosol volume
is also plotted (gray solid line). (B) The underlying SR
Ca2þ fluxes of the cytosolic and SR Ca2þ signals: Ca2þ
release flux via RyR (upper), the SERCA uptake flux (black
line (middle)) and the Ca2þ diffusion flux from SRuptake to
SRrelease (Jtr, gray line (middle)), and the Ca
2þ leak flux
from SRuptake to cytosol (lower). The Ca
2þ fluxes are within
the cytosol volume.many discrepancies between the analyzed phenotypes of
hypertrophied myocytes, changes generally observed in
ECC are reduced Ca2þ transient amplitude and relaxation,
reduced SR Ca2þ content, and prolonged APs. These
changes are explained by altered gene expression levels
and phosphorylation status of ECC proteins (1). Similar
phenotypes and explanations have been reported in several
studies where hypertrophy and underlying signaling
cascades were studied in cultured rat neonatal ventricular
A
B
FIGURE 9 Simulated contributions of calcium fluxes to cytosolic Ca2þ
transients of the neonatal cardiomyocytes. (A) The simulated net Ca2þ fluxes
during one ECC cycle between the extracellular space (SL) and cytosol
(JCaL þ JCaT þ JCab – JNCX (left)) and between SR and cytosol (JRyRþ Jleak –
JSERCA (right)). The integrals of the fluxes during activation and relaxation
are shown in the figure. The concentrations are in cytosol volume. (B) The
increment of total cytosolic Ca2þ content compared to the free [Ca2þ]i start-
ing from the diastolic value of free [Ca2þ]i. The dash-dotted lines indicate
the nonlinearity of the increment in free [Ca2þ]i between the 0–10 mM
and 10–20 mM increments in the total cytosolic Ca2þ.myocytes (28,56,57). In addition to the changes in gene
expression and ECC protein function, one aspect that must
be considered in hypertrophied cultured neonatal myocytes
is the change in cell geometry and dimensions. Neonatal my-
ocytes lack the spatial coupling of ICaL and RyR, and thus the
Ca2þ has to diffuse between the SL and SR surface for the
CICR to occur (Fig. 5). This diffusion distance increases
as the myocyte becomes hypertrophied. When we included
the spatial dimension to cytosolic [Ca2þ] in our model, we
were able to simulate how the change in the Ca2þ diffusion
distance between the SR and SL affects the ECC in cultured
neonatal myocytes.
One obvious change in Ca2þ signaling when increasing
the diffusion distance between the SL and SR is the increased
diffusion time from the SL to SR (Fig. 10 A), which subse-
quently delays the activation of CICR. Increasing the diffu-
sion distance causes several changes in the average cytosolic
Ca2þ signals, which resemble those seen in hypertrophied
myocytes. The amplitude of the Ca2þ transient decreases
dramatically as the diffusion distance increases, leading to
reduced contraction force. The decay of the Ca2þ transient
increases, which leads to an increase in diastolic Ca2þ as
the diastolic interval is too short for complete relaxation of
the Ca2þ signal. The AP was slightly prolonged and the
resting potential increased when the diffusion distance
increased (14% and 4% increase, respectively, between
4.5 mm and 9 mm distance (Fig. 10 C)). The absolute SR
Ca2þ content (the concentration in SR volume) did not
change (Fig. 10 D). When scaling the SR Ca2þ content to
the cytosol volume, as is done in experimental determination
of SR Ca2þ content (Fig. 7) (1), the SR Ca2þ content
decreases when the diffusion distance, and thereby the cyto-
solic volume, increases. In general, these results show that in
addition to the altered gene expression levels, the phenotype
of hypertrophied and failing cultured rat neonatal ventricular
myocytes is shaped by the increased diffusion distance
between the SL and SR, produced solely by the growth of
the cells.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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In this study, we developed a mathematical model of the
excitation-contraction coupling of rat neonatal ventricular
myocytes. This study reveals important consequences origi-
nating from the unique structural and functional features of
the ECC of these cells. The long-AP, heterogeneous cyto-
solic Ca2þ signals and strong SL and weak SR Ca2þ cycling
A
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FIGURE 10 Simulated effect of the increase in diffusion distance
between SL and SR on Ca2þ signaling and APs. (A) The sub-SR (black)
and sub-SL (gray) cytosolic Ca2þ signals in a normal cell (left) and in
a cell with a twofold diffusion distance (right). The Dt indicates the time
delay in Ca2þ diffusion from the sub-SL to the sub-SR cytosolic region.
(B) Average cytosolic Ca2þ (left) in a normal cell (solid line) and in
a cell with a twofold diffusion distance (dash-dotted line). (Right) Diastolic
[Ca2þ]i, Ca
2þ-transient amplitude, and Ca2þ-transient decay in cells with
a diffusion distance between the control value (4.5 mm) and the twofold
value (9 mm). (C) The AP in a normal cell (solid line) and in a cell with
a twofold diffusion distance (dash-dotted line). (Right) RP and APD50 in
cells with a diffusion distance between the control (4.5 mm) and twofold
values (9 mm). (D) The absolute (black circles) and cytosol volume
scaled (open circles) SR Ca2þ content in cells with a diffusion distance
between the control value (4.5 mm) and the twofold value (9 mm). In
both cases, the SR Ca2þ contents were scaled with the control values. In
A–D, all phenotypes of the model cell were driven at 1-Hz pacing to the
steady state.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209produce ECC that differs significantly from those of adult rat
and other mammalian ventricular myocytes. These results
provide an analysis of the limits of the neonatal cardiomyo-
cyte as a general model of the cardiac cell, as well as
information on ECC during cardiomyocyte development.
Diffusion and heterogeneity of cytosolic Ca2þ
The most important and unique structural feature of cultured
rat neonatal ventricular myocytes compared to adult cardio-
myocytes is the lack of the T-tubule system (1,15). In adult
mammalian ventricular cells, the fast, uniform, and efficient
SR Ca2þ release is based on the tight spatial coupling
between the L-type Ca2þ channels of the SL and the RyRs
of the SR (1). These functional couplings are mostly located
at the T-tubules, which are SL invaginations conducting the
electrical excitation to the interiors of the cell. This geometric
structure ensures simultaneous activation of L-type Ca2þ
channels and CICR in the 3-D space of the cell, resulting
in a uniform cytosolic Ca2þ transient. The neonatal ventric-
ular myocytes lack the T-tubule system and consequently the
distance between RyRs and voltage-activated Ca2þ channels
is much longer than in adult ventricular cells (1). This leads
to looser coupling and slower dynamics in CICR and less
uniform Ca2þ signals within the cytosol (Fig. 5).
Several findings of this study propose that Ca2þ diffusion
between the SL and perinuclear SR might be amplified with
local CICRs, as is the case in atrial ventricular myocytes
(1,51,54). According to our measurements, the Ca2þ diffu-
sion velocity between the perinuclear SR and SL is compa-
rable to the velocity measured in atrial myocytes by Sheehan
and Blatter (0.315 0.07 mm/ms and 0.2695 0.015 mm/ms,
respectively (51)). To reproduce this diffusion velocity in our
model, the diffusion coefficient for Ca2þ was fitted to a value
~10-fold that in aqueous solutions and cytosol (7 vs.
0.79 mm2/ms (52) and ~1/2  0.79 mm2/ms (53), respec-
tively). Inhibition of CICR by ryanodine reduced the
diffusion velocity in a way similar to that observed in atrial
myocytes (54). In the model, the experimental Ca2þ signals
without possible CICR-amplified diffusion were better
reproduced with DCa reduced to the value in aqueous solu-
tions. Based on these findings, it seems that Ca2þ diffusion
in the cytosol of neonatal cardiomyocytes might be amplified
by the local CICRs.
Sources of cytosolic Ca2þ
In adult mammalian ventricular myocytes of most species,
[Naþ]i is in the range 4–8 mM, but for rat and mouse,
[Naþ]i is in the range 10–15 mM (58). Another feature that
distinguishes rat and mouse from other mammalian species
is the short AP in adult ventricular myocytes (~10–70 ms
(42,59) compared to, for example, ~200–360 ms in rabbit,
canine, and human cardiomyocytes (60–62)). The high
[Naþ]i in rat and mouse myocytes provides a possibility
for Ca2þ intrusion via the NCX at high Vm values (1,63),
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be large. In other mammals, the lower [Naþ]i prevents the
NCX Ca2þ intrusion mode, although the long APs could
provide a positive Vm, which would favor Ca
2þ intrusion
via the NCX. Neonatal cardiomyocytes have a high [Naþ]i
(44,45) and long APs (20,28,43) (Fig. 4 A and Table 1),
which together favor large and long-lasting Ca2þ influx via
the NCX. In the simulations of our model, the NCX contrib-
uted significantly to the SL Ca2þ intrusion during APs. The
long AP also prolongs the open time of the L-type Ca2þ
channel, resulting in a large Ca2þ intrusion. In cultured
rat ventricular myocytes, the large Ca2þ intrusion via SL
sources (ICaL and NCX) during APs explains their ability
to produce Ca2þ signals without SR Ca2þ release (16)
(Fig. 6).
In contrast to the stronger Ca2þ cycling via the SL, the SR
Ca2þ handling capacity is much weaker in neonatal than in
adult rat cardiomyocytes. However, in neonatal cardiomyo-
cytes, SERCA and NCX are still the predominant Ca2þ
extrusion mechanisms compared to mitochondria and SL
Ca2þ-ATPase (64). Based on experiments and modeling,
the SR Ca2þ content in the cytosol volume is around two-
to threefold smaller in neonatal than in adult rat cardiomyo-
cytes (65–67). Also, the SR Ca2þ release and uptake capacity
has to be significantly higher in the adult rat, because adult
cytosolic Ca2þ transients originate almost completely from
the SR (55). During each contraction, the adult rat cycles
~78 mM of Ca2þ between the SR and cytosol (based on
the fractional release and SR Ca2þ content of Delbridge
et al. (66)). In our neonatal model, the amount of cycled
Ca2þ between the SR and the cytosol is ~10% of this value,
whereas the total released Ca2þ from the SR and SL sources
in our neonatal model is only ~24% of the total Ca2þ release
in adult rat. This smaller amount of Ca2þ is still sufficient to
activate regular-sized Ca2þ transients due to the reduced
buffering capacity in neonatal myocytes (see Methods).
These numbers should not be considered quantitatively accu-
rate, but they demonstrate roughly how the absolute amount
of cycled Ca2þ during a twitch and the balance between SR
and SL Ca2þ cycling is completely different in neonatal rat
myocytes compared to adult rat myocytes. Inhibition of the
SR and SL Ca2þ channels, pumps and exchangers thus
produces different effects on the function of adult versus
neonatal cardiomyocytes. Due to the smaller cytosolic buff-
ering capacity in neonatal cells, the cytosolic Ca2þ signals
are less tolerant of interferences in the Ca2þ sources. As
a result, the activities of the Ca2þ-dependent enzymatic path-
ways (68–70), which are essential to directing the cell’s
phenotype from postnatal to adult ventricular myocyte and
to promoting cell growth, are subsequently more easily sup-
pressed by interventions in Ca2þ signaling.
Hypertrophy
The gene expression levels of various Ca2þ-handling
proteins change in hypertrophy and cardiac failure (1) andalso in cultured neonatal cardiomyocytes when exposed to
growth-promoting agents or conditions (56,57). We hypoth-
esized that apart from the gene expression changes, the
growth of the cell itself will have an effect on cell signals
in neonatal myocytes, where the spatial Ca2þ dynamics in
cytosol play a central role in the function of the cell. Based
on our simulations, an increased diffusion distance between
the SR and SL alone induces changes in the function of the
hypertrophic cardiomyocyte that resemble those commonly
induced by altered gene expression during the development
of pathological hypertrophy (1). The changes are most
dramatic in Ca2þ signaling, where even a small increase in
diffusion distance (from 4.5 mm to 5 mm, i.e., an 11%
increase) was sufficient to change the Ca2þ signaling proper-
ties and SR Ca2þ content by a physiologically significant
magnitude (~10–20%). The increased diffusion distance
increases the heterogeneity of cytosolic Ca2þ signals and
slows down the diffusion through the cytosol. This results
in slower activation and relaxation and flattening of the
peak of the total average cytosolic Ca2þ transient. These
changes are usually hallmarks of pathological hypertrophy
and cardiomyocyte failure (1). The altered cytosolic Ca2þ
signal interacts with SL ion channels and prolongs the AP.
The magnitude of prolongation of the simulated AP (a
14% increase in APD50 with a twofold diffusion distance)
was smaller than that reported in hypertrophied rat neonatal
myocytes (a 42% increase in APD50) (28). This indicates that
other changes also take place, such as the reported changes in
ion current densities (28). However, based on our simula-
tions, the increase in diffusion distance also contributes
to prolonging of the AP. The simulated change in RP was
small and nonsignificant, which is in line with the experi-
mental results (28).
Our results show that the increase in diffusion distance
alone plays an essential role in shaping the cytosolic Ca2þ
signals and APs of hypertrophied neonatal cardiomyocytes.
For complete modeling of hypertrophy, the relative growth
of the nucleus and SR compared to the cytosol should be esti-
mated and included in the model. However, the diffusion
distance between the SL and SR (d ¼ rSL  rSL in Fig. 1)
always increases in hypertrophy if we assume that the
cytosol, nucleus, and SR grow somewhat equally in propor-
tion to each other. For example, a 20% growth (in diameter)
of the cell and intracellular structures, regardless of the
growth of the SR and nucleus, results in a 20% increase in
diffusion distance,
dDiffusionControl ¼ rSL  rSR !20% growth
dDiffusionHypertrophy ¼ 1:2rSL  1:2rSR ¼ 1:2dDiffusionControl;
(9)
which by itself shapes the Ca2þ signals and APs in hypertro-
phied myocytes, as we have shown.Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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A general problem in developing a model of cultured rat
neonatal ventricular myocytes is the large variability in the
observed phenotypes of these cells. The different culture
conditions (15) and the age of the culture (14) have been
shown to change various properties of these cells, such as
the physical structure and the number of ion channels. The
data used in model development comes from several
different laboratories and it cannot be assumed that the
culture conditions and times are identical. We cannot over-
come the variability in culture conditions, but to minimize
the age-related error, we used data obtained from cells
cultured for 3–5 days whenever possible, as this is a culture
time often used in experimental studies.
To model the measured Ca2þ diffusion in cytosol we had to
use a higher value for the Ca2þ diffusion coefficient than
previously reported in aqueous solution or cytosol. The
apparent Ca2þ diffusion velocity was close to that measured
for the Ca2þ wave propagation and much faster than free
Ca2þ diffusion (51–53). One possible contributor to the
measured Ca2þ diffusion velocity is the geometry of the
studied cells (see below) and the direction of the Ca2þ wave
propagation. When measuring the Ca2þ diffusion velocity
with confocal line scanning, Ca2þ is assumed to diffuse in
a vertical direction to the viewer (on the xy plane). However,
in the 3-D cytosol of real cells, Ca2þ also diffuses in a direction
parallel to the viewer (the z-direction), which will contribute
to the 2-D speed of Ca2þ propagation in cells. Nevertheless,
these measurements give a reasonable estimate of Ca2þ prop-
agation in the particular observed 2-D plane within the 3-D
cell (18,19,51,71). The model represents this complex
phenomenon by means of linear radial diffusion (as in
Fig. 5), which was fitted to correspond to the average Ca2þ
propagation measured with line scanning. These issues
related to the geometry of the cell cannot completely explain
the high diffusion velocity. In our experiments, inhibition of
the RyR did reduce the propagation velocity of the Ca2þ
signal in cytosol. Based on our experiments, we cannot rule
out the possibility that Ca2þ diffusion in neonatal
cardiomyocytes could indeed be amplified with local CICRs,
as reported in atrial cells of different species (1,51,54,72), but
more experiments are needed to support our observations.
Modeling Ca2þ diffusion between the perinuclear SR and
SL was complicated, because of the possibility that the diffu-
sion might be amplified by local CICRs. There is not sufficient
data available on Ca2þ dependence, spatial distribution, acti-
vation and inactivation kinetics, and rate of Ca2þ uptake and
release flux at the spatial release sites to implement a fire-
diffusion-fire model (35,36) of the cell cytosol. On the other
hand, approximating DCa (Eq. 8) with a constant number is
not optimal, sinceDCa depends on the local release and uptake
fluxes and the Laplacian of the local [Ca2þ]. This is seen when
local fluxes are altered (Fig. 6). However, when the limitations
are kept in mind, our model is able to reproduce the experi-Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209mental spatial Ca2þ signals at the level of accuracy of the
experiments (Fig. 5). We consider that a simple model that
can reproduce the experimental data is a better choice than
an extremely complex model with several assumptions, equa-
tions, and parameters without experimental basis.
The spherical shape of the model cell is a rough estimate
of real cells. A more realistic estimation would be a flat ellip-
soid, but this would exponentially increase the computa-
tional demands of the model. The description of diffusion
would require three coordinates compared to the one needed
for radial diffusion in a sphere. The Ca2þ would then have
additional spatial differences in a direction parallel to the
SL and SR surfaces, and the function of Ca2þ-transporting
ion channels would need to be calculated separately for all
points of the SL and SR surface grid. The use of a spherical
shape is thus a fair compromise between computational
demand and accuracy of the model.
Despite these limitations, our model reproduces faithfully
the ECC of cultured rat neonatal myocytes. The spherical
shape and the experimental method of determining the spatial
cytosolic Ca2þ signals seems to be an accurate approach for
analyzing the ECC of these cells. Furthermore, the model
has the general features common to all neonatal cells: 1), loose
coupling between the RyR and the ICaL; and 2), a long AP with
strong SL Ca2þ influx (1). Thus, it describes qualitatively the
ECC in neonatal cells in general. We propose that the exper-
imental and computational methods used here could be also
adapted successfully for analyzing the ECC in other devel-
oping cardiomyocytes with a similar structure.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have characterized the action potentials and
Ca2þ signaling dynamics underlying the excitation-contrac-
tion coupling in cultured rat neonatal ventricular myocytes.
We have shown, with experiments and modeling, that
important differences exist between neonatal and adult cells.
Compared to adult cardiomyocytes, neonatal cardiomyocytes
have longer APs, heterogeneous cytosolic Ca2þ signals, the
SL as a strong Ca2þ source with significant contribution via
the NCX, and weaker SR Ca2þ handling. Structural differ-
ences between adult and neonatal cells also exist, and the
ECC of these cells may be altered differently by structural
changes such as hypertrophy. Distinction of these features
will help us to understand the ECC of developing cardiac my-
ocytes, as well as the limitations of cultured rat neonatal and
other developing cardiomyocytes as a general model of the
cardiomyocyte. Using the results and mathematical model
presented here, more detailed studies of ECC can be made
with these cell cultures.
We have presented what is to our knowledge the first math-
ematical model of ECC in rat neonatal ventricular myocytes,
with a novel description of the SL membrane currents, SR
Ca2þ dynamics, and spatial cytosolic Ca2þ. This model faith-
fully describes the ECC of these cells and, as presented here,
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general viewpoint, we have introduced novel issues in myo-
cyte modeling. With the aim of modeling neonatal myocytes
reliably, we have developed the first integrated model of AP-
generating SL ion currents, spatial cytosolic Ca2þ signals, and
SR Ca2þ-handling dynamics. Furthermore, our model is
among the first models we know of that describes ECC in
the field of developing cardiomyocytes.
APPENDIX: MODEL EQUATIONS
The model parameters are defined in Tables 2–5. Values in the equations are
in units of mV for voltage, mM for concentrations, pl for volume, ms for
time, mm for distance, pA/pF for current, and mM/ms (in a 1-pl volume)
for fluxes. The scaling factors required for agreement of the units are shown
within the equations.
Nernst potentials
ECa ¼ RT
2F
ln

Ca2þ

o
Ca2þ

subSL
(10)
EK ¼ RT
F
ln

Kþ

o
Kþ

i
(11)
ENa ¼ RT
F
ln
½Naþ 
o
Naþ

i
(12)
SL membrane currents
L-type Ca2þ current
ICaL ¼ GCaLdffCa4VF
2
RT

Ca2þ

subSL
e2VF=RT  0:341Ca2þ 
o
e2VF=RT  1
(13)
dN ¼ f1 þ exp½ð11:1  VÞ=7:2g1 (14)
TABLE 2 Structural and environmental parameters of the
model
Parameter Definition Value
rnucleus Radius to the surface of nucleus 5.7934 mm
rSR Radius to the surface of SR 6 mm
rSL Radius of the cell 10.5 mm
VSRrelease Velocity of SRrelease compartment 0.009030 pl
VSRuptake Velocity of SRuptake compartment 0.08127 pl
Vcyto Velocity of the cytosol 3.94 pl
Acap Capacitive membrane area 1.38544  105 cm2
F Faradays constant 96.5 C/mmol
T Temperature 32C ¼ 305 K
R Ideal gas constant 8.314 J / (mol K)
Cm Specific membrane capacitance 1.0 mF/cm
2
[Ca2þ]o Extracellular Ca
2þ concentration 1796 mM
[Naþ]o Extracellular Na
þ concentration 154578 mM
[Kþ]o Extracellular K
þ concentration 5366 mMad ¼ 1:4  f1 þ exp½ð35  VÞ=13g1 þ 0:25 (15)
bd ¼ 1:4  f1 þ exp½ðV þ 5Þ=5g1 (16)
gd ¼ f1 þ exp½ð50  VÞ=20g1 (17)
td ¼ adbd þ gd (18)
fN ¼ f1 þ exp½ð23:3 þ VÞ=5:4g1 (19)
tf ¼ 1125exp
 ðV þ 27Þ2=240 þ 165  f1
þ exp½ð25  VÞ=10g1 þ 120 (20)
afCa ¼
h
1 þ ½Ca2þ subSL=0:48758i1 (21)
bfCa ¼ 0:1 

1 þ exp½½Ca2þ subSL0:5=0:11 (22)
gfCa ¼ 0:2 

1 þ exp½½Ca2þ subSL0:75=0:81 (23)
TABLE 3 Parameters of the SL membrane currents
Parameter Definition Value
GCaL Maximum ICaL conductance 6.3  105 dm3 / (F ms)
GCaT Maximum ICaT conductance 0.2 mS/mF
kNCX Scaling factor INCX 2.268  1016 pA /
(pF (mM)4)
dNCX Denominator constant for INCX 10
16 (mM)-4
g Energy barrier parameter for INCX 0.5
GCab ICab conductance 0.0008 mS/mF
GNab INab conductance 0.0026 mS/mF
ImaxNaK Maximum NaK-ATPase current 2.7 pA/pF
Km,Nai Na
þ half saturation constant
for INaK
18600 mM
nNaK Hill coefficient for Na
þ in INaK 3.2
Km,Ko K
þ half saturation constant for
INaK
1500 mM
GNa Maximum INa conductance 35 mS/mF
Gf Maximum If conductance 0.021 mS/mF
Gto Maximum Ito conductance 0.1 mS/mF
GKs Maximum IKs conductance 0.05 mS/mF
GKr Maximum IKr conductance 0.06 mS/mF
kf Rate constant for IKr 0.023761 ms
1
kb Rate constant for IKr 0.036778 ms
1
TABLE 4 Sarcoplasmic reticulum parameters
Parameter Definition Value
kRyR Scaling factor for JRyR 0.01 ms
1
kopen Rate constant for RyR opening 1 ms
1
kclose Rate constant for RyR closing 0.16 ms
1
Vmax Maximum SERCA flux 0.9996 mM/ms
Kmf Half-saturation for forward SERCA 0.5 mM
Kmr Half-saturation for reverse SERCA 7000  Kmf ¼ 3500 mM
H Hill coefficient for SERCA 2
kleak SR leak rate constant 5  106 ms1
ttr Time constant for Jtr 200 ms
[CSQN]tot Total calsequestrin concentration 24750 mM
KmCSQN Half-saturation for calsequestrin 800 mMBiophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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
afCa þ bfCa þ gfCa þ 0:23

=1:46 (24)
tfCa ¼ 10 ms (25)
dd
dt
¼ dN  d
td
(26)
df
dt
¼ fN  f
tf
(27)
dfCa
dt
¼ k fCaN  fCa
tfCa
;
k ¼
0
1
if fCaN > fCa and V > 60 mV
otherwise
( (28)
T-type Ca2þ current
ICaT ¼ GCaTbgðV  ECa þ 106:5Þ (29)
bN ¼ f1 þ exp½ðV þ 37:49098Þ=5:40634g1 (30)
tb ¼ 0:6 þ 5:4  f1 þ exp½0:03ðV þ 100Þg1 (31)
gN ¼ f1 þ exp½ðV þ 66Þ=6g1 (32)
tg ¼ 1 þ 40  f1 þ exp½0:08ðV þ 65Þg1 (33)
db
dt
¼ bN  b
tb
(34)
dg
dt
¼ gN  g
tg
(35)
Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger
Background Ca2þ and Naþ currents
ICab ¼ GCabðV  ECaÞ (37)
INab ¼ GNabðV  ENaÞ (38)
Naþ/Kþ ATPase
INaK ¼ ImaxNaKfNaK 

1 þ Km;Nai=Naþ inNaK1
 1 þ ðKm;Ko=Kþ oÞ1 (39)
fNaK ¼ ½1 þ 0:1245 expð0:1VF=RTÞ
þ 0:0365s expðVF=RTÞ1 (40)
s ¼ 1=7  expNaþ 
o
=67300
 1 (41)
Fast Naþ current
INa ¼ GNam3hjðV  ENaÞ (42)
mN ¼ f1 þ exp½ð45 þ VÞ= 6:5g1 (43)
jN ¼ hN ¼ f1 þ exp½ð76:1 þ VÞ=6:07g1 (44)
tm ¼ 1:36 
	
0:32ðV þ 47:13Þ
1  exp½0:1ðV þ 47:13Þ
þ 0:08 expðV=11Þ

1
(45)
if VR 40 mV;
th ¼ 0:4537f1 þ exp½ðV þ 10:66Þ= 11:1g (46)
tj ¼ 11:63  f1 þ exp½0:1ðV þ 32Þg
 exp½2:535  107V1 (47)
and if V < 40 mV
th ¼ 3:49 

0:135 exp½ðV þ 80Þ= 6:8
þ 3:56 expð0:079VÞ þ 3:1  105 expð0:35VÞ1
(48)
TABLE 5 Cytosol parameters
Parameter Definition Value
Dr Length of spatial discretization of
cytosol
0.1 mm
[TRPN]tot Total troponin concentration 35 mM
KmTRPN Half-saturation for troponin 0.5 mM
[CMDN]tot Total calmodulin concentration 50 mM
KmCMDN Half-saturation for calmodulin 2.38 mM
DCa Diffusion coefficient for Ca
2þ 7 mm2/ms
[EGTA]tot Total EGTA concentration 1000 mM
kEGTAon Ca
2þ on rate constant for EGTA 1.5  103 (mM ms)1
kEGTAoff Ca
2þ off rate constant for EGTA 0.3  103 ms1
INCX ¼ kNCX

Naþ
3
i

Ca2þ

o
expð0:03743gVÞ  Naþ 3
o

Ca2þ

subSL
exp½0:03743ðg 1ÞV
1 þ dNCX

Naþ
3
o

Ca2þ

subSL
þ Naþ 3
i

Ca2þ

o
 (36)Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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dt
¼ mN  m
tm
(50)
dh
dt
¼ hN  h
th
(51)
dj
dt
¼ jN  j
tj
(52)
Hyperpolarization activated current
IfNa ¼ Gf y½0:2ðV  ENaÞ (53)
IfK ¼ Gf y½0:8ðV  EKÞ (54)
If ¼ IfNa þ IfK (55)
yN ¼ f1 þ exp½ðV þ 78:65Þ=6:33g1 (56)
ty ¼ 1000  f0:11885 exp½ðV þ 75Þ=28:37
þ 0:56236 exp½ðV þ 75Þ= 14:19g1 (57)
dy
dt
¼ yN  y
ty
(58)
Time-independent Kþ current
IK1 ¼ 0:0515

Kþ

o
Kþ

o
þ 210
V  EK  6:1373
0:1653 þ e0:0319ðVEK6:1373Þ
(59)
Transient outward Kþ current
Ito ¼ Gtorð0:706s þ 0:294sslowÞðV  EKÞ (60)
rN ¼ f1 þ exp½ðV  3:55716Þ= 14:61299g1 (61)
sslowN ¼ sN ¼ f1 þ exp½ðV þ 31:97156Þ=4:64291g1
(62)
tr ¼ 1000  f45:16 exp½0:03577ðV þ 50Þ
þ 98:9 exp½0:1ðV þ 38Þg1 (63)
ts ¼ 1000 

0:35 exp
 ððV þ 70Þ=15Þ2 þ 0:035
 26:9 ð64Þ
ts;slow ¼ 1000 

3:7 exp
 ððV þ 70Þ=30Þ2
þ 0:035 þ 37:4 (65)
dr
dt
¼ rN  r
tr
(66)
ds
dt
¼ sN  s
ts
(67)
dsslow
dt
¼ sslowN  sslow
ts;slow
(68)
Slow delayed rectiﬁer Kþ current
IKs ¼ GKsn2KsðV  EKÞ (69)
an ¼ 0:00000481333ðV þ 26:5Þ
 f1  exp½0:128ðV þ 26:5Þg1
(70)
bn ¼ 0:0000953333 exp½0:038ðV þ 26:5Þ (71)
nKsN ¼ an=ðan þ bnÞ (72)
tnKs ¼ 750 ms (73)
dnKs
dt
¼ nKsN  nKs
tnKs
(74)
Rapid delayed rectiﬁer Kþ current
IKr ¼ OKGKr

V  RT
F
ln

0:98

Kþ

o
þ 0:02Naþ 
o
0:98

Kþ

i
þ 0:02Naþ 
i

(75)
aa0 ¼ 0:022348 expð0:01176VÞ (76)
ba0 ¼ 0:047002 expð0:0631VÞ (77)
aa1 ¼ 0:013733 expð0:038198VÞ (78)
tj ¼ 3:49  V þ 37:78
1 þ exp½0:311ðV þ 79:23Þ½  127140 expð0:2444VÞ  3:474  10
5expð0:04391VÞ	
þ 0:1212 expð0:01052VÞ
1 þ exp½0:1378ðV þ 40:14Þ

1
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ai ¼ 0:090821 expð0:023391VÞ (80)
bi ¼ 0:006497 expð0:03268VÞ (81)
CK0 ¼ 1  ðCK1 þ CK2 þ OK þ IKÞ (82)
dCK1
dt
¼ aa0CK0  baCK1 þ kbCK2  kf CK1 (83)
dCK2
dt
¼ kCK1  kbCK2 þ ba1OK  aa1CK2 (84)
dOK
dt
¼ aa1CK2  ba1OK þ biIK  aiOK (85)
dIK
dt
¼ aiOK  biIK (86)
dV
dt
¼ ICaL þ ICaT þ INCX þ ICab þ INab þ INaK þ INa
þ If þ IK1 þ Ito þ IKs þ IKr þ Istim

(87)
Sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ryanodine receptors
JRyR ¼ kRyRPopen

Ca2þ

SRrelease
Ca2þ 
subSR

(88)
JRyR-Caffeine ¼ 5:5  104ms
ð½Ca2þSRrelease  ½Ca2þsubSRÞ (92)
Km;RyR ¼ 3:51

1 þ expCa2þ 
SRrelease
530=2001
þ 0:25 (90)
Pclosed ¼ 1  Popen (91)
dPopen
dt
¼ Pclosedkopen 
h
1 þ Km;RyR=Ca2þ subSR4i1
 kclosePopen (92)
SERCA
Leak ﬂux
Jleak ¼ kleak

½Ca2þ 
SRuptake
½Ca2þ 
subSR

(94)
Ca2þ diffusion between SRuptake and SRrelease
Jtr ¼

½Ca2þ 
SRuptake
½Ca2þ 
SRrelease

=ttr (95)
Ca2þ concentration in SR
bSRrelease ¼
h
1 þ ½CSQNtotKmCSQN=

Ca2þ

SRrelease
þKmCSQN
2i1
(96)
d½Ca2þ 
SRuptake
dt
¼ ðJSERCA  Jleak  JtrÞ=VSRuptake (97)
d½Ca2þ 
SRrelease
dt
¼ bSRrelease
 JRyR þ Jtr=VSRrelease (98)
Cytosol
Naþ concentration
d½Naþ 
i
dt
¼ IfNa þ INab þ INa þ 3INCX
þ 3INaK
 AcapCm
FVcyto  106ml=pl (99)
Kþ concentration
d½Kþ 
i
dt
¼ IfK þ Ito þ IK1 þ IKs þ IKr  2INaK
þ Istim
 AcapCm
FVcyto  106ml=pl (100)
Ca2þ concentration
In the following equations, c ¼ [Ca2þ]i
JSERCA ¼
Vmax

Ca2þ

subSR
=Kmf
HVmaxCa2þ SRuptake=KmrH
1 þ Ca2þ 
subSR
=Kmf
H þCa2þ 
SRuptake
=Kmr
H (93)Biophysical Journal 96(3) 1189–1209
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
1 þ ½TRPNtotKmTRPN=ðc þ KmTRPNÞ2
þ ½CMDNtotKmCMDN=ðc þ KmCMDNÞ2
1
(101)
The general equation for Ca2þ diffusion in spherical coordinates with radial
symmetry is
vcðr; tÞ
vt
¼ biðcðr; tÞÞ

DCa
v2cðr; tÞ
vr2
þ 2DCa
r
vcðr; tÞ
vr
þ JCaðr; tÞ

(102)
which is reduced to a system of ODEs for the simulation by approximating
the radial derivatives with step lengths of Dr. I.e. the cytosol is divided into
spherical cores with a thickness of Dr. To calculate the concentrations at the
centers of these spherical cores we define a vector
j ¼ ½ rSR þ 0:5Dr rSR þ 0:5Dr þ Dr
rSR þ 0:5Dr þ 2Dr.rSL  0:5Dr=Dr (103)
Thus, jnDr is the spatial coordinate for concentration cn. The system
of ODEs for the Ca2þ diffusion with the reflecting boundary conditions
at rSL and rSL and with SR and SL Ca
2þ fluxes is
for n ¼ 1
dcn
dt
¼ biðcnÞ
(
DCa
jnðDrÞ2
½ð1 þ jnÞcnþ 1  2jncn þ ðjn  1Þcn
þ JCaSR
VsubSR
)
(104)
for n ¼ 2,3,4,., a  1
dcn
dt
¼ biðcnÞ
DCa
jnðDrÞ2
½ð1 þ jnÞcnþ 1  2jncn þ ðjn  1Þcn1
(105)
for n ¼ a
dcn
dt
¼ biðcnÞ
(
DCa
jnðDrÞ2
½ð1 þ jnÞcn  2jncn þ ðjn  1Þcn1
þ JCaSL
VsubSL
)
;
(106)
where a is the number of components in the vector j and
JCaSR ¼ JRyR  JSERCA þ Jleak (107)
JCaSL ¼ ð2INCX  ICaL  ICaT  ICabÞ AcapCm
2F  106ml=pl
(108)
VsubSR ¼

4
3
pðrSR þ DrÞ34
3
prSR

 103 pl=fl (109)VsubSL ¼

4
3
prSL  4
3
pðrSL  DrÞ3

 103pl=fl: (110)
In some simulations, the flux to EGTA buffer (-JEGTAn) was added to
Eqs. 104–106 in the place of JCa(r,t) in Eq. 102, and additional differential
variables for the amount of bound Ca2þ ([EGTACa]) were calculated for
n ¼ 1,2,.a
JEGTAn ¼ kEGTAoncn
½EGTAtot½EGTACan
 kEGTAoff ½EGTACan (111)
d½EGTACan
dt
¼ JEGTAn: (112)
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